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Introduction
"Thermoguard Hat" is an add-on software for installation and operation on the computer
running the Thermoguard "main" software.
"Thermoguard Hat" is a Windows service. It controls "Internet relay devices" manufactured by
ANEL, Germany. LED signal towers are typically connected to these. Per relay device 8 relays
are available, each switching one LED segment of a tower.
Signal towers are widely used in industrial plants and visualize - on site! - in a "striking" way
the respective plant status with colored signal lamps, which are arranged in the tower like in a
traffic light red-yellow-green.
In conjunction with Thermoguard, limit violations are made directly visible to a group of selected sensors assigned to the relays (e.g. mounted above the door of a room where the refrigeration equipment being monitored is located) - without "dependence" on an email, SMS notification or Thermoguard Report display:

Two red/green signal
towers controlled by
Thermoguard Hat.
You can find more
pictures at the end of
this documentation.

With the configuration program "TG-HatDashboard" a group affiliation as well as a priority
within this group is defined for each relay or LED. If several sensors assigned to the same relays are in different states, the relay with the higher priority has priority: If sensor1 is in the
"green range" and the "green relay" is assigned to relay group1, but sensor2 measures a limit
violation ("red relay" of the same relay group1, but with higher priority), the "red relay" has priority and is switched on, the green one is not switched on.
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Requirements


Thermoguard main program from version 2.96.3 (recommended 2.96.5 or higher)

When using physical signal towers:
 ANEL NET-PwrCtrl; see https://de.anel.eu; Thermoguard Hat was tested with model
NET-PwrCtrl HUT 2 LV-S, Part No. 14 15 02
Thermoguard Hat supports any number of Devices.


Signal towers, available from various manufacturers; depending on the application,
these can either be ordered as a complete preassembled tower or custom configured
according to the number of LEDs

The Name?
In the name of the Thermoguard Hat software suite, the "Hat" refers to ANEL's DIN top-hat rail
relay devices.
The upper end cap of a signal tower also looks like a hat, but Thermoguard Hat does not
necessarily have to be operated with signal towers; other signal lights as well as acoustic detectors can of course be switched via the relays of the ANEL devices.
Therefore, a name like "Thermoguard Tower" would also be inappropriate.
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Features and Components


Free of charge - Thermoguard Hat is free of charge.



Program language: The setup as well as the program interfaces of all Thermoguard
Hat components are available in English only.



Setup with selection option to install the server and/or client components:
Server components:
-The service TG-HatService
-The central configuration program TG-HatDashboard
Client components:
-The monitor program for the ANEL devices TG-HatMon, also supports the switching
on/off of the relays
-Graphical representation of a signal tower TG-HatTowerMon



The client monitor programs are executable on any PCs in the network.
While the service and the configuration program must be installed and executed on the
same computer as the Thermoguard main program, the clients TG-HatMon and TGHatTowerMon can be installed on any workstation in the network. Only the central
configuration file (TG-Hat.ini) has to be specified when starting the program or in the
program shortcut. On the directory where this file is located
(%ProgramData%\Thermoguard Hat Data) the setup automatically creates a read-only
share.



"Last Sensor Status" window
From the programs HatDashboard, HatMon and HatTowerMon a window with the list of
all configured sensors and their current status can be opened. The list is continuously
updated automatically. A sensor's list row is highlighted according to its status. The list
can be sorted by the "Status" column in descending order. this provides a overview of
all current limit violations of the sensors at a glance.



Virtual Mode
The "Virtual Mode" allows the test/operation of Thermoguard Hat without hardware, i.e.
without ANEL devices and without "real" physical LED signal towers.
Due to the realistic representation of a signal tower with TG-HatTowerMon, a 1:1 simulation operation can thus be performed.
Such a "software towern" is freely scalable.



"OLD" Detection
Like Thermoguard Report, Thermoguard Hat detects when the date of a measured
value is older than the poll interval set in the Thermoguard main program and sets the
status "Error" in this case.



Flashing is supported
Like the ANEL devices, Thermoguard Hat also supports flashing of the relays or LED
lights. This allows a fault condition to be visualized even more clearly. Five different
blinking modes are configurable (ON and OFF duration). So it is not necessary to purchase a signal tower that provides this feature itself.
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Logging
The service writes a detailed log file that can also be displayed by the clients (with a
configurable log viewer application).
The location of the log file as well as the log level can be configured manually in an XML
file.



Supported LED colors
The following LED colors are supported:
RED - YELLOW- GREEN - WHITE - BLUE - "Not a LED" (see below)



"Not a LED"
The relays can of course also be used to switch detectors other than LED lights, such
as a siren or the beeper already built into many LED signal towers. A relay is then
configured in the configuration program TG-HatDashboard as "Not a LED". The
graphical simulation of TG-HatTowerMon then displays a segment labeled "(NOT a
LED)".

Basic Operation
The Thermoguard main program: After each poll of all sensors the TG main program
TGuard.exe (from version 2.96.3) writes the time at which this poll was terminated to the
registry value
[HKLM]\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Thermoguard|"LastPollTerminatedAt"
The software writes the new measured value not only into the current *.tg data file of a sensor,
but creates also a file
<tgc directory><Sensorlabel>.tgc, which always contains only one line with the last measured
value of the sensor. The file extension *.tgc stands for "Thermoguard current value". The <tgc
directory> is always parallel to the <tg directory>, by default:
<tg directory> =C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Data\tg then the <tgc directory> is
C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Data\tgc
The tg directory is freely configurable in the Thermoguard software and can also be a share of
another server; example:
<tg directory> =\\DATASVR01\TGData\tg
then the <tgc directory> is
\\DATASVR01\TGData\tgc
The Thermoguard Hat Service runs on the same computer as the main software.
It reads the above registry value once per second and checks if the time is newer than the last
one read. If yes, it means that new sensor values were delivered by the main program and the
core function of the service is executed:
For the sensors configured in Thermoguard Hat, the current values are read in from the *.tgc
files. On the basis of the configured assignments sensor "state" => device#Xrelay#1..8 the relay state to be switched of all involved ANEL devices is determined under consideration of the
priorities of a relay group. The relay state to be set is either 0 (off), 1 (permanently on) or
F (flashing). If this determined state differs from the current state of a relay, the relay is
switched accordingly (the service is always informed about the current state of the relay devices, because it receives UDP messages from them at each change). The service writes the
text file C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Hat Data\TG-Hat LastStatus.ini, which contains the
*.tgc data as well as the resulting relay status of the ANEL devices. It also writes this information to its log file.
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Implementation Steps
Quick overview:
1. Create a plan: Which of your Thermoguard sensors/monitored rooms should participate in
the visualization with TG-Hat? Which signal towers should be used with which LED equipment at which location? I.e. which ANEL devices switch which individual LEDs? Where will
the devices and the signal towers be placed?
2. Connect the LED segments to the ANEL devices.
3. Test the function with the built-in website of the ANEL devices
4. Install Thermoguard Hat on the Thermoguard-Server (Server- and clientcompponents).
5. Start the TG-HatDashboard configuration program and adjust the existing "factory" configuration according to your circumstances.
6. Start the service TG-HatService - preferably directly from the user interface of TG-HatDashboard.
Notes:
to 1: It is possible to switch the LEDs of a signal tower from relays of different ANEL devices.
As a rule, all LEDs of a tower are switched by the relays (1 to 8) of the same device for
the sake of clarity.
to 2: In case of several devices you should keep a uniform wiring scheme, e.g. the upper red
LED of a tower is always connected to relay #1 etc.
to 3.: Thermoguard Hat waits 150ms before each switching operation; therefore you can
configure the delay of the ANEL devices to 0ms:

to 4.: Make sure that the Thermoguard software (TGuard.exe) running on the same server is
the latest version, at least version 2.96.3.
After the installation of Thermoguard Hat by the setup, the data directory
"C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Hat Data" is created and a read-only permission is set for the
clients. The central configuration file TG-Hat.ini is located in this directory.
This file comfortably edited via the configuration program TG-HatDashboard => see the
following sections
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Configuration with TG-HatDashboard, Overview

TG-HatDashboard is the central configuration program that processes the TG-Hat.ini configuration file. The individual tasks/areas are:


Information from TGuard.ini:
*.tgc path: The path to the *.tgc files is shown here for information purposes; this can also
be a UNC path to a file server share.
Poll interval: The poll interval read from TGuardi.ini. If one of the two modes "daily at..." or
"every [weekday] at..." is activated in the main program, "n/a" is written here. In this case
the "OLD" detection of the measured values is not performed by the TG-HatService.

(For the following areas a more detailed description follows later)






Configure Devices:
Creating the ANEL devices and assigning a LED color according to the wiring and a unique
label. This unique relay name is then used by the other areas.
Configure Sensors (...):
Adding and configuring a subset of sensors from the Thermoguard main program (readout
of TGuard.scx) and assignment of the individual sensor "states" to a relay.
Configure graphical Signal Tower:
Creating a "graphical signal tower" and configuring its LED composition
Service (...)
Start and stop the TG-HatService service installed by the setup.
Operation without hardware:
In "Virtual Mode" Thermoguard Hat can be operated completely without ANEL realy devices and without any physical signal tower. All three "Configure ..." areas must be
configured.
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Configuration with TG-HatDashboard, "Configure Devices"

After installation, 2 devices, 6 sensors and 3 signal towers are preconfigured in TG-Hat. Adjust
all configuration areas to your wpecific environment.
The selection list "Device #" outlined in red in the picture above is the "main switch" for selecting a device. If there is only one device, delete the second one via the "Delete" button. If only
one device is (still) configured, it cannot be deleted.
First assign the correct IP address assigned to the device as well as user ("User:") and password ("Pwd:") for access. The UDP ports can be left at the default values Send=75 and
Listen=77 for all(!) devices, unless they are used elsewhere in your network.
When modifying relays #1..8, first select the LED color, supported are red, yellow, green, white
and blue. If a relay is not wired, select "Not in use". More precisely, this means "Not in use by
Thermoguard Hat". This is because the relay may well be controlled by other programs. With
"Not a LED" it can be indicated that no LED lamp is connected to this relay, but another signalling device, e.g. a beeper.
Then assign a unique label for the relay. This name will be used later during sensor configuration. By default, "DxRy" is entered there (=Device#x, Relay#1..8). The maximum length is 10
characters.
In the column below the "Flash" button, you can select one of 5 flashing modes; their on/off
times can be adjusted as needed after clicking the button.
The entries in the "Group:" and "Prio:" columns are used to define LED groups that belong together. Relays of the same group are highlighted with the same background color in the "Dashboard". In the picture above, the light yellow color indicates all relays of the group "ST3".
The maximum length of a group name is 7 characters. For the priority value, the lower the
value, the higher the priority within the group. A relay with priority 1 has priority over a relay
with priority 2. The maximum value is 99 (lowest priority). The [Group priority] combination of a
relay must be unique. If not, there will be a corresponding error message when trying to save.
Under "Description" an explanatory comment can be entered for a relay (max. 54 characters).
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Configuration with TG-HatDashboard, "Configure Sensors"

Note: You can rearrange the columns by dragging the column headers with the mouse; however, the
new arrangement will not be saved.

After clicking on "Add", a selection window appears with the sensors of your Thermoguard installation. Select those that should "participate" in Thermoguard Hat. Multiselect (as shown in
the picture above) is supported. The list can be sorted in ascending/descending order by
clicking on the desired column header. A single sensor can also be added by double-clicking
on it.
Then, for each of the 6 states, select the desired relay to be switched when this state occurs.
Note: The "yellow" state ("Viol. Low" and "Viol. High") can only occur if a number of retries is
configured for this sensor in the Thermoguard software! All relays of all configured devices are
available in the selection list (e.g. 3x8 =24 when using 3 devices). A state can also be configured without any relay assignment and several states can also switch the same relay - as in
the picture above, where the states AlarmLow and AlarmHigh both switch S1Red" (D1R1).
Usually, the same relays are assigned to a group of several sensors that are typically located
in the same room. The copy/paste key combination CTRL+c / CTRL+v will apply the settings of
one sensor to another. The settings are saved immediately after CTRL+v; you do not have to
click "Save" first.
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Clicking the "Check" button reports sensors that are configured in TG-Hat but not in the Thermoguard software. The following message lists the sensors that are configured by default after
the initial TG-Hat installation, but are unlikely to be present in your Thermoguard installation:

The "Check" function also creates a text file
C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Has Data\SensorsNotInSCX.txt.
This text file lists all sensors, whereas the message box shown above displays a maximum of
20 sensors.
After deleting the sensors that are not found, the following message is displayed after clicking
"Check" again:

Note that there is no automatic synchronization between the sensors created in Thermoguard
Hat and those of the Thermoguard main program. If you make changes to the sensor
configuration in the Thermoguard main program (e.g. deleting/adding sensors), you may have
to update the sensor configuration of Thermoguard Hat!

"Status" button
Opens the "Last Sensor Status" window with the current status of all involved sensors. This
window will be described later.
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Configuration with TG-HatDashboard, "Configure graphical Signal Tower"
If you are running Thermoguard Hat with ANEL devices and physical signal lights, you do not
need to configure any graphical signal towers.
However, in this case, creating a graphical tower is still useful as an "image" of the physical
tower as an "inventory" to document an overview of the real towers present.
Of course, you can also use the graphical display in addition to the real towers on any PC in
the network as a display. Via the right mouse button on a graphical tower you also get the information which sensor has just switched which tower LED.
The "Last Sensor Status" window can also be accessed via the context menu (both are described in the Clients section)
After clicking on "Add", a dialog appears in which
the desired tower label (must be unique and
cannot be changed later) and (optionally) a
comment can be entered which can still be
changed later:
The maximum length for
the label is 20 characters, for the comment 30
characters.

After that, the "construction" of the tower is done
based on the assigned unique relay labels.
Each element of a tower can be controlled by each relay of all devices. In practice, however,
the LEDs of a tower should only be switched by the relays of one device.
A graphic tower can consist of a maximum of 10 elements.
The "Start Tower Monitor" button starts the display of a graphical tower calling TGHatTowerMon.exe with parameter <Tower Label>.
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The Client Programs
Whereas the TG Hat server components are installed only once on the
Thermoguard server, the client components can run on any PC in the network. The "Device Standard Monitor"
and the "Graphical Tower Monitor" are
independent executable programs.
They access the central configuration
file TG-Hat.ini via the share automatically created by the setup during the
server component installation.
This share is entered during the client
setup in the next step.
By clicking on the "Test" button the
access to the TG-Hat.ini can be tested.
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TG-HatMon
The program is started with 1 to 2 parameters:
TG-HatMon.exe <Pfad zur TG-Hat.ini> [Device number]
Example: TG-HatMon.exe "\\TGSVR01\Thermoguard Hat Data" 2
starts TG-HatMon for device #2.
Note that the share name must be enclosed in quotes.
If the second command line parameter is omitted,
a selection window first appears in which the device number can be selected.
At the bottom of the selection dialog there is a note that
if the device number is specified as the 2nd parameter
when calling the program (or if it is set in the properties
of a program shortcut), the monitor starts directly for
the device with this device number. The "Select
Device" Dialog is skipped in this case.

TG-HatMon reflects the relay state of an ANEL device.
The interface consists of a frameless window and shows the state of the 8 relays as buttons.
The layout order is relay #1 left ... to ... Relay #8 on the right.
The caption and the color of the buttons (if switched ON) are automatically taken from the
configuration.
If the mouse is moved over a button, additional information is displayed as a tooltip:

The state is automatically updated as soon as a relay is switched (via UDP communication).
Clicking with the mouse on one of the buttons switches a relay ON/OFF - and thus also the
wired LED segments of the signal tower. This is completely independent of the status
determined by the TG-Hat service. This is mainly useful for testing purposes.TG-HatMon
should therefore only be made available to a responsible group of people who are aware of
this fact.
This does not apply to the "Graphic tower monitor" described below.
You cannot switch a relay with this one.
The position of the monitor window is saved in the registry for the logged-in user and restored
on restart (HKCU \SOFTWARE\Thermoguard\TG-Hat).
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If a relay of Thermoguard Hat is not used, a cross is displayed on the button. On such a button
no menu/tooltip or switching functions can then be executed:

A click with the right mouse button opens the context menu. For the menu items in the upper
area (outlined in red in the picture) the above warning applies again, because their associated
functions switch the relays.

"Relay Status Info" menu item
A window shows which relays are switched by which sensors. You can enlarge/reduce the window horizontally:

=>

"Last Service Log File" menu item
The log file of the service is displayed using the program which is defined on the Thermoguard
server in the file
C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Hat Data\TG-Hat ClientInfo.ini
in the [LOGVIEWER] section (notepad.exe is set here by default).
"Last Sensor Status" menu item
See separate description
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TG-HatTowerMon
The program is started with 1 to 2 parameters:
TG-HatTowerMon.exe <Pfad zur TG-Hat.ini> [tower label]
Example: TG-HatTowerMon.exe "\\TGSVR01\Thermoguard Hat Data" Säule1
displays column1 as a graphical simulation.
Note that the share name must be enclosed in quotes.
Likewise the tower label if it contains spaces.
If the second command line parameter is
omitted, a selection window first appears in
which the tower label can be selected.

A preview of the tower is displayed on the
right side of the dialog.

At the very first start of a graphical column on the client computer, the tower appears on the left
edge of the monitor in the size that almost corresponds to the monitor image height.
Then the image can be moved and scaled to the desired position by dragging it with the
mouse.
When the program is closed, the position and size of each column for the logged-in user is
then saved in the registry (see below).
The tower can be scaled steplessly. The point at which the mouse shows the corresponding
resize symbol must first be "searched for", since the graphic has no window frame.
TIP: When the tower has reached the desired height and the SHIFT key is held down while the
mouse button is released, the correct height:width ratio is automatically set.
This can also be achieved later via the context menu with the menu item "Set width to correct
ratio" (see next page).
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If you move the mouse over the graphic, the tower's label and
comment is displayed. If this tooltip does not appear: Click
briefly on the tower so that the associated window receives the
focus, then move the mouse away from the tower and over it
again.
The mouse "handles" for scaling must be "searched" with the
mouse until the mouse cursor changes to the corresponding
symbol.
The position and size of each tower are saved in the registry
for the logged-in user and restored when called again
(HKCU \SOFTWARE\Thermoguard\TG-Hat).
The context menu (right click on the graphic):
Close: Terminates program
TG-HatTowerMon.exe
Minimize: Sets the tower's minimum
possible image. This is also set if the
tower is scaled so small that it
"disappears".

"LED and Relay Status Info" menu item
Corresponds to the "Relay Status Info"
window of the Device Monitor, except
that here not the relays of a device are
displayed, but the sequence/color of the
LEDs of the tower as well as the
assigned relays, which can be from
different devices.
The window can also be can also be
enlarged/reduced horizontally.

"Last Service Log File" menu item (Analog to Device Monitor TG-HatMon)
"Last Sensor Status" menu item
See separate description
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"Last Sensor Status" Window
The "Last Sensor Status" window is not a stand-alone program like the previously described
client programs, but is called from these via the context menu or via the dashboard by clicking
on the "Status" button.
It displays all sensors configured in Thermoguard Hat in a list overview.
The window can remain open. The status is updated continuously.
The lines of the sensors for which a status other than "Green" has been determined are highlighted in color so that limit violations and errors can be quickly identified at a glance.
Note: The status "Rxx stands here for "Red" and Yxx for "Yellow"):

Note: You can rearrange the columns by dragging the column headers with the mouse; however, the new
arrangement will not be saved.

It is recommended to sort the list by the column "Status" or "Last Status (verbose)" in descending order (by clicking on the column header), because then the colored rows will be placed at
the top of the list. The sorting is not alphabetical (otherwise Yhi would be at the top), but according to the "status classes". The order is as shown in the picture above:
OLD => Error ("E") => Alarm Lo/Hi ("Rlo", "Rhi") => Violation Lo/Hi ("Ylo", "Yhi") => Green ("G")
If the list has been sorted using another column and there are many sensors, the sensors with
the exceptional states may not be visible. In this case, the 4 rectangles at the top of the window are helpful indicating the presence of any "non-green" states. Their captions show the
number of sensors which reported the respective state.
The status information (columns 1 and 4) is taken from the file
C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Hat Data\TG-Hat LastStatus.ini (section [LASTSENSORSTATUS]).

This file is written by the TG-HatService on the Thermoguard server; the clients replace the
local path C:\... with the share name created by the setup.
The other column contents come from the TGuard.scx of the Thermoguard server. For this, the
share on the Thermoguard data directory "C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Data", also created
by the setup, is used analogously.
Only the sensors that are also configured in the Thermoguard main program are displayed.

When sorting by the LoLim or HiLim columns, sensors configured as "Switch" or "Relay#1/2"
are always sorted to the end of the list (applies to ascending as well as descending sort order).
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Virtual Mode
The "Virtual Mode" is activated in TG-HatDashboard:

It allows Thermoguard Hat to operate entirely without ANEL devices and physical signal towers.
If the virtual mode is active, the TG-Hat service and the clients operate as usual. However,
UDP communication with the devices is disabled. Instead of sending the determined relay
status to be switched to the devices, the service writes it to the file
C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Hat Data\TG-Hat ClientInfo.ini on the Thermoguard-Server;
example:
[STATUS_FOR_VIRTUALMODE]
Device#1= 00100010
Device#2= 01000---

The clients do not wait for a UDP message from the devices, but read the above entries 2x per
second.
TG-HatMon in virtual mode:

The window contains placeholders for the values that are otherwise read from the UDP message of the device. All switching functions are not available in the context menu. The "Relay
Status Info" window also shows the note "+++ VIRTUAL MODE +++".
TG-HatTowerMon in virtual mode:
Here the virtual mode can only be identified by the note in the
"LED and Relay Status Info" window.
As with any configuration change made in the Dashboard, the client
programs must be restarted for the changes to take effect.
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Important Notes
This section contains an "unordered collection" of hints and tips
Dashboard: When the service is running, no changes can be made; it must be stopped first.
However, the functions marked in blue in the following figure can be executed to obtain information about the corresponding configurations without having to stop the service first; the monitor clients can also be started:

Test: The Registry entry LastPollTerminatedAt (see here), , which causes the TG-Hat service
to execute its core function, is written by the Thermoguard main program in "interactive mode"
(Thermoguard service stopped) only after clicking on "Poll All" (monitor window), but not after
polling a single sensor by clicking on "Poll Sensor".
TG-HatMon: The program not only shows the current relay status, but also visualizes when
the ANEL device is unreachable; the program pings the device every 5 seconds to check it:
The device cannot be
reached.

Once the device is back online, the normal state is automatically displayed again.
Setup: It creates a share on "C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Hat Data" on the Thermoguard
server, which is removed during uninstallation. It also creates a share on
"C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Data" with the share name "Thermoguard Data" so that the
clients have access to the sensor configuration of the main program (TGuard.scx). If a share is
already created on this directory, "Thermoguard Data" is created in parallel. When uninstalling,
this share created by the setup is not removed, because it is usually needed for TG clients like
Thermoguard Report.
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Thermoguard Hat Service: The service re-reads the poll interval of the Thermoguard main
program each time the core function is executed. Therefore, the service does not need to be
restarted when the poll interval in the main program is changed.
Thermoguard Hat Service: Attention: Make sure that the Thermoguard Hat service (named
"TG-HatService") is always running - especially after a restart of the Thermoguard server PC.
Otherwise, it is possible that a signal tower permanently signals the status "Green", although
limit violations may have occurred for one or more sensors.
Configuration: If a relay is configured as "not used", it will not be "touched" by Thermoguard
Hat, i.e. it will not be switched off, should it have been switched ON in another way (e.g. via the
integrated web interface of an ANEL device).
Configuration: If no relay is configured for a sensor for the "Error" state (e.g. because there is
no separate LED segment for "Error" in the tower) and an error occurs for this sensor, no relay
is switched. Example entry in the log file:
2021-11-17 12:30:09.439 INFO [2612] No ON request set for sensor "Luftdruck2",
because for this sensor, no relay is defined for status "E".

Sensors configured as a switch or relay alarm channel:
If the alarm condition occurs for this (in the *.tgc file = "Open" or "RelAlarm"), the status "Rhi" is
set in TG-Hat; thus, only one relay for "Green" and one for "Alarm High" must be assigned to
these sensors in the dashboard.
Log files: When the Thermoguard Hat service is started for the first time, it automatically creates the file C:\Program Files\Thermoguard Hat\TG-HatService.config. If necessary, the following settings can be changed in this file by manual editing with a text editor:
 Location of the log files in the line
<file value="C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Hat Data\log\TG-HatService.log" type=...



Here you can also set a UNC name to a share for which the service account must have
write permissions. To allow the client monitors to display the log file in this location, the path
is written to the file
C:\ProgramData\Thermoguard Hat Data\TG-Hat ClientInfo.ini in section [LOGFILES].
Log level in the line
<level value="INFO" />

A change to level "ALL" produces the most detailed output.
 Maximum size of a single log file in the line
<maximumFileSize value="2MB" />



Maximum number of log files before the oldest one is overwritten in the line

<maxSizeRollBackups value="50" />

Analogously, the above description applies to TG-HatDashboard.exe/TG-HatDashboard.config
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Differences compared to Thermoguard Report (TGR)
Scenario 1
For example, the Thermoguard main program writes the following entry in the *.tgc file for a
sensor:
17.11.2021 13:37:31 8,8 °C 3/2+|0 5

Although the number of two retries (3/2+) has been exceeded (3/2+), the "A+" is missing to indicate that an alarm has been triggered. The reason can be, for example, a configured "nonalarm hour".
TGR shows a yellow and not a red background in the Live! window for this sensor, because
TGR reports the alarm condition only when there is an "A+" in the line, i.e. when the line looks
like this:
17.11.2021 13:55:04 8,9 °C 3/2+ A+|0 5

TG-Hat, on the other hand, sets the state Rhi (R as in "Red") = upper limit violation/alarm in
both cases!
Scenario 2
Two retries are configured for a sensor and the following general option is not enabled in the
Thermoguard main program:

Then the following lines are written in case of a repeated limit violation:
line in *.tg file:
17.11.2021
17.11.2021
17.11.2021
17.11.2021
17.11.2021
17.11.2021

14:00:00
14:05:00
14:10:00
14:15:00
14:20:00
14:25:00

8,9
8,9
8,9
8,9
8,9
8,9

°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C

1/2+|0 5
2/2+|0 5
3/2+ A+|0 5
1/2+|0 5
2/2+|0 5
3/2+ A+|0 5

Background of TGR Live! window:
yellow
yellow
red
(retry counter is reset)
yellow
yellow
red
(retry counter is reset)

Although the temperature still violates the limit at 14:15h, the display changes to "Warning
(yellow)" because the retry count starts again from 0 after resetting the retry counter to zero
TG-Hat, on the other hand, remembers the status "red" at 14:10h and keeps it even at 14:15h.
The status line of TG-Hat then contains the addition "[upgraded from Yhi]"
Yhi
Yhi
Rhi
Rhi
Rhi
Rhi

|
|
|
|
|
|

17.11.2021
17.11.2021
17.11.2021
17.11.2021
17.11.2021
17.11.2021

14:00:00^8,9^°C^1/2+|0^5
14:05:00^8,9^°C^2/2+|0^5
14:10:00^8,9^°C^3/2+^A+|0^5
14:15:00^8,9^°C^1/2+|0^5^[upgraded from Yhi]
14:20:00^8,9^°C^2/2+|0^5^[upgraded from Yhi]
14:25:00^8,9^°C^3/2+^A+|0^5
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Pictures of a Thermoguard Hat Installation

Signal tower 4-fold red-yellow-green-blue, mounted to a control cabinet

The corresponding control device (ANEL NET-PwrCtrl in the control cabinet)
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Two signal towers 2-fold red-green in the hallway above the doors of the "associated" rooms

The corresponding control devices in a 19" server rack
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Signal tower 3-fold red-yellow-green above the door of the room to be monitored
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